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Introduction  
Disrupt or be disrupted — that's the existential reality that enterprises face 
today. The two most disruptive forces are the tsunami of data and the rapid 
digitization of business models. To survive these powerful forces, corporate 
executives must quickly embrace digital transformation (DX) that will 
accelerate innovation, bestow competitive advantage, enhance operational 
efficiency, offer digitally enhanced products and services, and reimagine 
customer experience in a digital age. Not surprisingly, digital transformation is 
having a profound impact on the types of infrastructure deployed. 
Organizations around the world are shifting their resources away from 
standalone servers, networking, and storage systems in favor of scale-out, 
software-defined solutions such as hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI). As IT 
architecture evolves to integrate the datacenter with the edge and the cloud, 
customers are demanding next-generation HCI to navigate the digital journey.  

Hyperconverged Infrastructure: A Brief History 
HCI has been around for a few years and has rapidly matured during that time. HCI solutions were developed as a replacement 
for the traditional three-tier SAN architecture, which can be expensive, hard to manage, and limited in scalability and 
performance. Initially, HCI was perceived as a niche solution in the virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) and remote 
office/branch office (ROBO) markets because HCI is easy to install and requires little expertise to manage. Within the 
datacenter, HCI was an effective solution for limited storage and server consolidation. As HCI systems matured and attained 
more capabilities, enterprises started using HCI for targeted workloads, including business-critical applications. HCI then came 
to be known as a "datacenter in a box." Thus, it's no wonder that the HCI market has been enjoying double-digit growths for 
the past few years. IDC predicts that the HCI market will almost double from $6 billion in 2018 to $11.4 billion in 2022. 

Today, customers are seeking next-generation hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI)  
for implementation of private clouds, mixed workloads, tier 1 applications,  
artificial intelligence (AI), data analytics, and the like. In response, next-generation HCI 
must be intelligent and highly automated. 

KEY STAT 

According to IDC, the market for hyperconverged 
infrastructure (HCI) will grow from $6 billion in 
2018 to $11.4 billion in 2022. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS 

The core benefits of HCI solutions include lower 
total cost of ownership (TCO), operational 
simplicity, and dynamic scaling. As IT architecture 
evolves to integrate the datacenter with the edge 
and the cloud, these benefits will remain 
pertinent for the next-generation of HCI products 
and services. 
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Infrastructure Strategies: What, Why, and How 

Digital Transformation 

IDC estimates that 60% of global GDP will be digitized by 2022, spurring $7 trillion in IT-related spending from 2019 
through 2022. Furthermore, by 2023, 75% of all IT spending will be on the so-called 3rd Platform technologies (mobile, 
social, cloud, and Big Data) and acceleration innovators (artificial intelligence [AI], Internet of Things [IoT], etc.) that drive 
the digital economy.  

DX should be the number 1 corporatewide strategy and priority for executives. DX involves radically rethinking how 
enterprises use people, processes, and technology to innovate novel business models, create new revenue streams, and 
delight customers with hyper-personalized experiences. While DX involves collaboration among various lines of business 
(LOBs), the core of DX is IT transformation, which entails modernization of the datacenter with HCI, software-defined 
infrastructure (SDI), SSDs, NVMe, hybrid clouds, edge computing, AI, DevOps, and so forth. 

DX involves choosing cutting-edge but proven software, hardware, and architecture that propel an enterprise forward.  
A CIO/CTO must adopt numerous tactical and strategic practices and technologies, which include:  

» Development of a holistic, "digital-native" enterprisewide technology architecture 

» Use of flash and NVMe storage within the datacenter wherever possible to handle high-performance, mission-
critical workloads 

» A "cloud-first" strategy that incorporates hybrid cloud architectures, a common set of data services across all 
platforms, and comprehensive visibility into critical infrastructure metrics (e.g., cost, performance, security, and 
compliance) 

» SDI that combines industry-standard hardware and highly automated system software to provide an agile, highly 
available platform for mission-critical applications at scale 

» Predictive analytics, AI-driven policies, and advanced levels of system automation to simplify and optimize 
operations, increase span of control, and cut down on operating costs  

» Rethinking of infrastructure roles and responsibilities (Cloud and HCI administrators take on a horizontal 
infrastructure role — across compute, networking, and storage infrastructure. Further, IT administrators should 
transition their focus from management of physical resources such as arrays, LUNs, ports, and servers to 
management of virtual machines, applications, and services.) 

Edge Deployments and IoT Workloads 

IDC estimates that over 40% of organizations' cloud deployments will include edge computing by 2022. HCI has become an 
ideal choice for edge deployments because of its efficiency, performance, and lower TCO. As IT evolves to embrace IoT,  
Smart Cities, virtual reality/augmented reality (VR/AR), and other data-intensive applications such as video surveillance, the IT 
architecture has been forced to stretch beyond the datacenter and public clouds. Enterprises must face the inevitable growth 
of edge computing and seek leading-edge solutions that can ingest a deluge of data at remote locations, use AI at the edge for 
real-time policy-based decisions, transfer data to the cloud and/or the datacenter, and do all this at scale and economically. 
Intelligent edge greatly reduces the "time to value" for organizations and enables delivery of resources and analysis of data in 
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real time by moving compute to where the data is generated. Edge systems must be built on a standardized and automated 
platform that supports easy deployment and maintenance of cloud-native applications. Edge systems must be designed to 
meet the following requirements: simplified management (centrally, if required), continuous operation despite network 
degradation/failure, and local data placement to meet data governance requirements. 

Implications for Next-Generation HCI 
Considering the preceding discussions on digital transformation and IT strategies of enterprises, what should enterprises 
look for when they are deciding to purchase next-generation HCI? Some suggestions follow. 

Build on Traditional HCI Strengths 

First, it should be noted that the core benefits of HCI — lower TCO, operational simplicity, and dynamic scaling — will 
remain pertinent going forward. HCI solutions are designed with ease of scale in mind — physically add a node, and the 
HCI software will automatically distribute the data and integrate the new node into the 
cluster. HCI-related hardware costs are relatively low because of off-the-shelf servers 
and commodity components, and the software-defined HCI solutions are managed with 
well-known virtualization tools. Flash SSDs and NVMe are also being integrated into HCI 
systems by leading vendors, resulting in significant performance gains. However, these 
are just the starting points for the next generation of HCI. Today, HCI is at an inflection 
point where customers are seeking next-generation HCI for implementation of private 
clouds, mixed workloads, tier 1 applications, AI, data analytics, and so forth. 

Deploy Automation and Intelligence 

Next-generation HCI must be intelligent and automated to support rapid deployment of 
new applications, allow consolidation of multiple mixed workloads, scale resources 
quickly/efficiently (i.e., only the type needed), and remain manageable at an  
ever-increasing scale. Highly automated and policy-based management capabilities 
must also span multiple clusters from a single pane of glass. 

Deploy Edge-Core-Cloud Architecture 

Modern HCI solutions must provide organizations with an "edge-core-cloud" continuum. From deployment to 
monitoring to provisioning to management, modern HCI must enable administrators to handle the edge, the core 
(datacenter), and the cloud seamlessly. Innate automation capabilities of HCI must be expanded to include automated 
data movement, with cloud as both an active tier and a repository for data protection; common, active data control that 
manages the placement, movement, and use of data across all datacenters and multicloud deployments; and intelligent 
data placement based on service-level agreements (SLAs) and available resources.   

Leverage AI/ML/DL 

Newer HCI solutions must be infused with machine learning or AI capabilities to simplify management at scale through 
automation and dynamic resource allocation. AI and IoT are giving rise to the next generation of sensors called AIoT — 
Artificial Intelligence of Things — which can capture real-time data, perform analytics, and make decisions without 
human intervention. HCI, which already plays an important role at the edge, must tightly integrate with AIoT,  
Smart Cities, and so forth.    

HCI solutions are 
designed with ease 
of scale in mind, 
and HCI-related 
hardware costs are 
relatively low 
because of  
off-the-shelf servers 
and commodity 
components. 
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Develop Comprehensive, Future-Proof Solutions 

The next-generation HCI must help enterprises address challenges related to not just storage but also data protection 
(local and remote), data security and compliance, and performance and quality of service (QoS) — especially in 
environments with mixed workloads. 

Pivot3 and Its Infrastructure Portfolio 
Founded in 2003, Pivot3 pioneered the development of HCI and initially deployed it in video surveillance, a $40 billion 
market (as of 2018) that continues to grow at a fast clip. In 2016, Pivot3 acquired NexGen Storage, which added many 
more enterprise-grade datacenter features — policy-based management, QoS, NVMe flash, and data reduction — to 
Pivot3's hyperconverged operating system, enabling the company to support multiple application workloads, including 
mission-critical applications across core, cloud, and edge environments. Pivot3 has since evolved its software platform to 
include an Intelligence Engine that automates performance, data protection, data placement, and security to significantly 
simplify management of otherwise complex and time-consuming tasks.  

Pivot3 reported revenue growth of more than 40% in 2018, which it attributes to its proven products and execution. 
Pivot3 has more than 20,000 HCI systems installed in 63 countries, which creates a virtuous cycle of experience and 
reputation. Now, with the advent of 5G, IoT, Smart Cities, and AR/VR, Pivot3 is in an enviable position to capture a larger 
slice of the burgeoning HCI market. 

Products for Edge-Core-Cloud 

Pivot3 has a long history with successful deployments at the edge, thanks to its pioneering work in the video surveillance 
industry, an ideal market for HCI. Partnerships with leading vendors such as Lenovo and NVIDIA and optional 
"ruggedized" models — Intelligent Edge Command and Control appliances — make Pivot3 an ideal candidate for  
edge deployments and Smart Cities/IoT use cases. The flexibility of Pivot3's architecture allows customers to choose  
cost-effective hybrid products with HDDs and NVMe flash or high-performance products with SSDs and NVMe flash.  

Pivot3's hybrid cloud offerings provide efficient, seamless backup, workload mobility, and disaster recovery between  
on-premises private clouds built on Pivot3 HCI and public cloud infrastructures, including Amazon Web Services (AWS), 
Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud. 

Pivot3 Software: The Brains Behind the Brawn 

Pivot3 appliances are based on industry-standard hardware, but their intelligent software platform — based on mature, 
proven technology — is what makes them powerful. Pivot3's software platform provides all the intelligence for the 
systems to efficiently protect data; confidently consolidate multiple, mixed application workloads; support mission-critical 
applications; provide military-grade data security; and, even more importantly, simplify management at scale.  

The Intelligence Engine also includes extensive monitoring and analytics capabilities that conduct proactive analytics and 
diagnostics of system health, performance, configuration, and metric information, which is fed from the customer 
systems to the Pivot3 support cloud via secure web services. Customers benefit from real-time monitoring of system 
events with dispatch alarms to Pivot3 support, and customers can receive a daily status report of system health and 
configuration information.  
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Challenges 

The market for HCI solutions has several players — both legacy vendors and newer entrants— which is typical for fast-
growing technologies. To differentiate itself in a crowded and evolving market, Pivot3 needs to better educate its target 
customers about the capabilities of its portfolio of HCI products. In doing so, Pivot3 needs to strongly make the case for 
why datacenters should adopt its HCI solutions over those of legacy providers. 

Conclusion 
Digital transformation will determine the winners and losers among enterprises in all sectors and industries. Those that 
embrace DX will plunge headfirst to modernize their datacenters and create a holistic, enterprisewide strategy that 
integrates the edge, the datacenter, and the cloud. Within the datacenter and at the edge, HCI has become an 
indispensable component. The combination of simplicity, performance, scalability, and economy (ROI and TCO) makes 
hyperconverged systems irresistible. Not surprisingly, the HCI market is growing by leaps and bounds. Pivot3 is uniquely 
positioned to ride this wave, thanks to its state-of-the-art HCI powered by an intelligent, policy-driven software platform 
that seamlessly integrates the edge, the core, and the cloud.   
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